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Chapter 1.  Introduction 

 

Even though the number of commercial television channels has increased significantly over 
the last decade, and many sensationalised programmes have been produced to appeal strongly 
to younger viewers, the representative Korean public service broadcaster, KBS (Korean 
Broadcasting System) is still a significant player in the Korean media landscape. Having lost 
its monopoly during the 1980s, it has nevertheless played a leading role in the domestic 
television industry as well as in Korean culture.  

As the “survival of the fittest” type competition among broadcasters and content providers 
has become more severe, most Korean prime-time television slots on each channel have been 
filled with so-called “blockbusters” (e.g., entertainment/variety programmes and dramas), 
which guarantee competitive audience figures as well as advertising sales. This is the case 
even for KBS. With its two television channels - KBS 1, aiming to attract a broad audience 
and funded by the television license fee, and KBS 2, concentrating on entertainment genres 
and financed by advertising - it needs to reach enough viewers not only to legitimise its 
privileged position as a public broadcaster but also to maintain its position in the Korean 
television market.  

As a result, many of the serious and non-mainstream programmes (e.g., documentaries, arts 
and culture programmes, and children’s programmes) have been ousted from prime-time slots 
and are now programmed in less exposed areas of the television schedule. Furthermore, 
producers of these genres need to find their own ways of coping with both low budgets and 
weak viewer ratings. This type of television content, however, has to fulfill the public 
broadcaster’s basic mission by pursuing quality to enhance the station’s overall image, which 
is ultimately assessed not by advertisers but by the viewers. The public broadcaster must do 
more than simply to provide the viewers with what only the “general” majority audience 
wants.  

The schedule of any public broadcaster is at its best when it offers programmes which are 
innovative, attractive and designed for a broader range of audiences, which other private 
competitors would never dream of producing and airing. Like an oasis in the extremely 
competitive television “desert,” the arts and culture genre may be regarded as one in which 
the public broadcaster has a competitive advantage over commercial broadcasters. Due to low 
viewer ratings and its consequent low advertising sales in South Korea, the genre is largely 
absent from private stations. In this sense, the arts and culture genre is the “blue ocean” that 
the public broadcaster is able to make the most of and produce quality programmes without 
competing with commercial televisions. It also can afford the viewers an opportunity to enjoy 
relatively less accessible high culture, serving as a bastion of a broadcaster’s dignity and 
public service.  

As Van den Bluck (2001) suggested, culture is of the highest symbolic value and plays the 
lead role in a public service broadcaster’s explicit cultural-educational mission, which has 
contributed to the development of national identity and civic morality.1 KBS, however, treats 
arts and culture programmes as being solely targeted towards minorities. More than a few 
                                            
1
 Van den Bluck, H. (2001), “Public service television and national identity as a project of modernity; the 

example of Flemish television”, Media Culture & Society, Vol.23(1), p.53-70. 
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high executives of KBS overtly express their personal views on these programmes: “a must-
provide but not a must-see”, “an assortment of extravagance and tediousness” and “only for 
small but specialist audiences”.2 Consequently, arts programming has lost ground to more 
popular genres (e.g. entertainment and drama), and its broadcasting times have been pushed 
to after midnight on weekdays or somewhere during daytime TV.  

Is this the inevitable fate of arts and culture on television? Does this happen only in South 
Korea? What about the BBC? To public service broadcasters around the globe, the BBC is 
regarded with great respect as the pinnacle of public broadcasting, so that the BBC’s agenda 
and its ways of achieving it are recognised as having a significant effect on those of other 
public broadcasters. If so, how does the BBC treat arts and culture programming and content? 
What makes its arts and culture programmes special and different? What are the challenges 
the BBC’s arts and culture programmes face? How have they been coping? And are there 
lessons for KBS?  

To answer these questions, this study explores arts and culture television programmes both on 
the BBC and KBS. Comparing and analysing both public broadcasters’ content as well as the 
organisation’s cultural characteristics, it seeks to achieve the following three objectives: 1) to 
examine the environment in which arts and culture programmes are made; 2) to compare and 
contrast characteristics of arts and culture programmes the production staff between the BBC 
and KBS; 3) to identify practical and detailed solutions through which the public broadcaster 
can contribute to the democratisation of enjoyment, and arts and culture programmes can 
contribute to bridging the cultural gap between specialist audiences and general audiences in 
the media environment of the 21st century. 

The second chapter of this research paper describes the overall landscape of arts and culture 
television production and programming, and reviews the existing literature on the subject. In 
the third and the fourth chapters, the changes to arts and culture television programmes on the 
main public broadcasters in the UK and South Korea over previous decades are traced to 
examine the environment from which the content of each has come, and what challenges they 
are facing. After that, a case study of The Culture Show on BBC Two and Culture Bookmark 
on KBS 1 follows in chapter 5, in order to compare and analyse each broadcaster’s 
representative arts strand. Finally, the comprehensive analysis of implications derived from a 
comparison of both public broadcasters’ contents is addressed in the last chapter.  

 

 

 

 

  

                                            
2
 Hong, K. (2012), Reflection of Cultural Journalism: Let viewers think and imagine, Newspaper and 

Broadcasting, No. 514 
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Chapter 2.  Overview of arts and culture television 

 
Television is still the dominant mass medium of the 21st media landscape, even though new 
media has exercised social leverage. 3  Its unfailing daily flow of audiovisual content 
penetrates virtually every media platform all over the world. Amongst the extensive content 
of television production is arts and culture programming.  

Like other public television professionals, arts and culture producers are imbued with a public 
service ethos carry the responsibility of informing and educating as well as entertaining, and 
so they create their programmes with the aim of communicating knowledge and experience, 
and relish about arts and culture to more viewers – the public at large. In other words, there 
have been determined efforts to use television media to popularise “high” culture. Is this what 
actually happens?  

Television’s ability to arouse the interest of the public in many specialist subjects (e.g., 
history, science, and medicine) has often been demonstrated, but in regard to arts and culture, 
the problems of topic, audience, level and manner of production have constantly been 
revisited, prompting such questions as;  

• Do arts and culture programmes need to cover popular culture as well as traditional 
ones?  

• To whom are arts and culture programmes targeted - “general” or “specialist” viewers?  

• Which channel and at which time slot do they need to be scheduled to attract a certain 
amount of audience?  

• Do they need to be accessible?  

• Is the role of a programme to praise the arts and culture or to criticise them?  

 

1. The age-old question: Is the arts and culture programme for general audiences or 
specialists? 

Arts and culture as topics for television programmes prompt this specific question because of 
the sharp difference between the interest of the general audience compared to more specialist 
audiences. In general, understanding the proper meaning of high culture is dependent on the 
context and background behind it; previous knowledge is needed for appreciation. In this 
sense, general audiences may be less likely to appreciate the peculiar narrative of arts and 
culture programmes dealing with high culture unless they have a prior interest in it and/or are 
familiar with it.  

Television, however, is a medium which belongs to the age of mass communication systems. 
Notably, it is a medium which reaches all classes in society; therefore, it is more “pop” than 

                                            
3
 Park, Y. (2012), Analysis of media content users’ choice of platforms and channels, KIDSI Issue Report, 

Vol.10-12, p.1-33 
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“posh” in itself. It would seem that there is an inherent contradiction between the subject of 
high culture and its medium of distribution. In recent years, many arts and culture 
programmes have increased their coverage of popular culture in order to become more 
competitive, dealing with Led Zepplin and PSY as important artists who are worthy of being 
examined with the same level of respect as Picasso and Van Gogh.  

Overwhelmingly, however, television’s coverage of high culture takes place via so-called 
specialist programmes, which are considered informative while elitist. Even though these 
programmes are, sometimes, regarded as an antidote to the majority of popular programmes 
on television, an old but often repeated question is always posed: “Will general audiences 
watch them?” One of the advantages of having such programmes is that arts and culture are 
guaranteed some coverage because of their niche market. On the other hand, one of 
disadvantages is that these programmes tend to establish “art isolation”, perpetuating the 
division between specialists -the informed minority- and general audiences -the uninformed 
majority.4  

Many arts programme-makers have generated ideas and ways of reducing this gap, dealing 
with the subjects of high culture in accessible and entertaining ways to attract general 
audiences, but it is not that easy to overcome the entry barrier to high culture. Sometimes, 
after much consideration, high culture appears as one of the subjects dealt with in other genre 
of television productions or is used to create a new format of programme.  

For instance, participants of talent shows, (e.g., Britain’s Got Talent on ITV and Star King on 
SBS), occasionally perform noted opera arias, and some have even won their competition. A 
famous Korean classical musician and television presenter, Cho Yoon-beum, successfully 
delivered twelve episodes of a lecture concert, which is a brand-new hybrid format of lecture, 
music concert and talk show, covering admired Western classical composers from Mozart 
and Beethoven to Chopin and Dvorak. These programmes were exceptional in winning 
critical acclaim while, at the same time, keeping the viewership at high level, appealing to 
both general audiences and specialists.  

 

2. Traditional scheduling and viewing figures 

Closely linked to the subject and target audience issues, scheduling is crucial because it very 
largely determines the size and nature of the audience for each programme. According to Van 
den Bluck (2007), because of PSB’s increased focus on viewer expectations and market 
research, the arts programming in public service broadcasters has begun to suffer in favour of 
popular genres (e.g., entertainment, drama).5  

While a handful of arts programmes were scheduled for prime-time in South Korea, (e.g., 
Culture Zone: Love and Enjoy It and Masterpiece Scandal), and some have held a peak time 
slot in the UK, (e.g., The Culture Show), there is a tendency to place them in unfavourable 
time slots. Moreover, the innovative and thought-provoking programmes tend to appear only 

                                            
4
 Emanuel, S. (1993), Cultural Television: Western Europe and the United States, European Journal of 

Communication, p.131-147. 

5
 Van den Bluck, H. (2007), Programming: het precaire evenwicht tussen informatie, educatie, cultuur en 

ontspanning, Publieke televisie in Vlaanderen, Een geschiedenis, p.173-197. 
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on less mainstream channels, (e.g., BBC Two and BBC Four) in the UK and EBS 
(Educational channel) in South Korea.  

Unsurprisingly, this less favourable scheduling contributes to their small audiences. Viewing 
figures for television programmes provide some indication of the extent of the public’s 
interest in particular subjects. Arts and culture programmes do not normally appear in the 
“top 30” lists of programmes. In the UK, soap operas such as EastEnders regularly attract 
audiences of 8.7 million, whilst the figures for arts and culture programmes normally fall 
between a few hundred thousand and one million. Ofcom’s review (2008) identifies arts 
programming and content as “an area of pressure and at risk”6 and, in addition, according to 
the viewing report (2013) published by BARB, arts programmes are ranked as one of least 
popular programme types, slightly ahead of religious programmes, party political broadcasts 
and education programmes in terms of the share of audience.7  

The overall landscape of South Korean arts programming is not very different. Even though 
most arts programmes tend to record the daily lowest viewer ratings due to their unfavourable 
scheduling, experience nevertheless suggests that a well-made programme can achieve 
satisfactory peak time viewing figures. The legendary Culture Zone: Love and Enjoy It on 
KBS 1 was scheduled in the 10 p.m. slot, right after the main news, KBS News 9 and gained 
average viewer ratings of 12 percent in 2006. It exemplified the eternal truth of scheduling 
that “quality” programmes will only attract good viewing figures if placed correctly o reach 
audiences.     

 

3. The age of the internet: crisis or opportunity?  

The internet represents a virtually limitless environment for audiovisual production content, 
whether it be news, entertainment, drama or anything else, and consequently the competition 
among media becomes even more intense. It enables viewers to access an unlimited number 
of content providers and allows them to select what they want to watch when they want to 
watch it.  

Current trends suggest that although more and more people watch online television (e.g., 
BBC iPlayer, KBS ConTing and YouTube), traditional broadcasting content still dominates 
the on-line content market, being highly influential in spite of the tide of new technology.8 
One may assume that content delivery and consumption are destined to change dramatically, 
but the quality of content, in whatever form it takes on online television, will still be vital for 
determining the success of programmes.  

Ofcom’s statistics (2013) reveals that “one in four (25%) adults use the internet to watch 
catch-up TV” and “8% use their mobile phone for TV streaming, with 6% downloading TV 

                                            
6
 Ofcom's Second Public Service Broadcasting Review (2008), 

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/broadcasting/reviews-investigations/public-service-broadcasting/psb-review-2/ 

7
 Broadcaster’s Audience Research Board (BARB), The viewing report, http://www.barb.co.uk/whats-new/284 

8
 The Economist (2010), Changing the channel, Economist special report, 1 May 2010. 
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programmes via their mobile phone using services such as BBC iPlayer”9, which produces 
both further challenges and further opportunities for the media industry. However, the 
challenge here lies in the pressure to produce material for an audience who may become more 
selective due to amount of content available to them.  

On the other hand, the online television generates previously unexplored opportunities for 
delivering “narrowcasting” content that were excluded from the existing schedule-led and 
ratings-driven broadcasting ecology due to its small and unprofitable audience sizes. In that 
sense, it could represent a marvellous opportunity for arts and culture programmes thanks to 
its niche market.  

Therefore, programme-makers in public service broadcasters are determined to tackle these 
issues of how to present subjects of arts and culture to the viewers who are sitting in front of 
the television as well as are holding their smart media in their hands. The challenges facing 
them are not just to inject new life into an old format or to create fresh content but to rewrite 
the grammar of content production and contribution for the age of the internet.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
                                            
9
 Ofcom, Public Service Broadcasting Annual Report 2013 

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/broadcasting/reviews-investigations/public-service-broadcasting/annrep/psb13/ 
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Chapter 3.  BBC's arts and culture programmes 

 
The BBC's arts programming has been viewed with trust and affection by its devoted 
domestic and international audiences. Its broad range of programmes, which is a blend of 
liberal and conservative, highbrow and middlebrow, mass market and elitist, has been a good 
example which many other nations' public service broadcasters are eager to emulate. In this 
chapter, I consider the background to the BBC's richness and variety of television content 
relating to arts and culture.  

 

1. Ethos of the BBC arts and culture programmes 

According to Schein (1992), the BBC's organisational paradigm is explained by four 
assumptions: 1) public funding makes us different; 2) we are the best in the business; 3) we 
are part of the British way of life; 4) we stand for great heritage.10 Of these, the first conveys 
a definition of public broadcasting which every production staff member needs to bear in 
mind; that is that its programming needs to enrich the viewer's life with quality content and to 
serve all audiences - both general audience and specialists - by reflecting diversity and 
providing them with access to relevant BBC programmes. Being “the best in the business” 
directly relates to the BBC “brand”, which ensures the highest quality content in terms of its 
creativity, and high editorial standards as well as its range and depth.  

Whilst it is the burden which programme-makers bear that keeps a balance between 
“dumbing down” and “elitism” in order to attract their viewers who are at very different 
levels of appreciating subjects of the programme, the ethos of BBC arts programming is 
clearly reflected in the comments of BBC commissioning editor, Mark Bell. He underlines 
the influence of arts and culture programmes on the everyday life of the audience rather than 
simple viewing figures;  

I don't think that in the end we should judge purely on ratings, because I think that's 
not what it's about. I'm worried about what people make of the programmes and 
whether they're part of the national cultural conversation.11 

Strategically, the portfolio of the four generalist BBC television channels - BBC One, Two, 
Three and Four - gives the BBC the ability to create more opportunities for arts programming 
across networks in order to turn its ethos into a reality. With its four channels, the BBC is 
able to offer a richer choice of cultural programmes that can reach virtually everyone - from 
aficionados to those less familiar with some of the arts. BBC Four especially has provided 
more space for those passionate about culture.  

the BBC has produced and transmitted more television arts and culture programmes than any 
other UK broadcasters.12 According to the BBC annual report (2012-13), BBC One showed 
                                            
10

 Schein, H. (1992), Organizational Culture and Leadership, Second Edition, San Francisco: Jossey Bass. 

11
 http://www.theartnewspaper.com/articles/Arts-programming-at-the-BBC:-behind-the-scenes/20995 

12
 BBC Annual Report 2012~2013 
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84 hours of arts programming; 333 hours on BBC Two; 50 hours on BBC Three; and 1,357 
hours on BBC Four. In producing these programmes, the BBC holds fast to its ethos, so that 
it is able to commit to broadcasting the best in arts programming. Consequently, the sum total 
of the ethos has built the powerful brand- “the BBC”, which allows each programme to stand 
out from other broadcasters’ content. 

 

2. Key arts and culture programmes on BBC 

The BBC's contribution to arts and culture can be traced back to the launch of the television 
service in the 1950s; arts strands have appeared weekly for months at a time, and/or for 
several annual seasons. The BBC’s key programme include: Monitor (1958~1965), Omnibus 
(1967~2003), Imagine (2003~ present), Arena (1974~present) and The Late Show 
(1989~1995).  

1) Monitor is crucially important as an example of one of the earliest series relating to arts 
and culture in British broadcasting history. The magazine-format contained a rich, dynamic 
mix of segments: contemporary interviews, discussions, performances and films. It was 
broadcast on Sunday evenings with the aim of appealing to a broad audience rather than 
simply to specialist viewers. Its target audiences were assumed to have little previous 
knowledge. It covered a variety range of arts, including painting, sculpture, theatre, music, 
literature, ballet, and cinema.13 

2) Omnibus was usually also broadcast on Sunday evenings, and was designed to produce 
“television to remember,” introducing various innovative narrative styles for over thirty five 
years. It served to review current arts and culture, produced artists’ profiles and dramatised 
biographies, and relayed music concerts and ballet. In 1982, the series changed its format 
from documentary to a presenter-led magazine programme. In 2001, the programme was 
switched from BBC One to BBC Two, provoking criticisms that the BBC marginalised its 
arts programming.14 

3) Imagine is the successor to Omnibus. From June 2003 to the present, Imagine has been 
showing quality documentaries on a wide range of subjects. The series recently aired its 22nd 
season; each series usually consists of 4 to 7 episodes, each on a different topic with the 
household name of arts presenter, Alan Yentob, who edits and hosts the programme.  

4) Arena is distinguished for its experimental and offbeat approach to the subjects. Originally, 
the series was intended as topical review or magazine programme for BBC Two, but, before 
long, its format changed to documentary, allowing it to explore subjects from alternative 
perspectives. This shift was strategic under the mix-and-match portfolio of arts programming; 
since BBC One’s Omnibus was covering the major artists and events, Arena could afford to 
specialise and to take risks in being innovative and experimental with both form and content.  

5) The Late Show introduced late evening discussion of the arts to British television. It was 
committed to reviewing arts and broadcast on BBC Two on weeknights at 11:15 p.m. directly 

                                            
13

 Irwin, M. (2011), Monitor: The Creation of the Television Arts Documentary, Journal of British Cinema and 
Television, Vol.8(3), p.322-336. 

14
 http://www.theguardian.com/media/2001/feb/06/bbc.broadcasting1 
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after Newsnight. It was a huge and challenging project; its first budget was ￡4 million out of 
BBC's total arts budget of ￡20 million.15 Its regularity enabled the programme to deal with 
many items, responding quickly to topical arts events and cultural issues with authoritative 
arts journalism. Since other BBC arts programmes emphasised in-depth coverage of the arts, 
The Late Show alternatively could concentrate on reviewing and debating topical issues and 
various contexts of artistic production.  

These long-running and highly influential series, strategically tied by the BBC Arts portfolio, 
have acted as the BBC’s outlets for distinctive arts content. They also have provided a 
template for other arts programmes both in the UK and around the world, whilst undergoing 
several transformations in format, style and scheduling since their launch. Their longevity of 
broadcasting supported by quality production has established the prominence of each 
programme as a “brand” as well as the reputation of BBC’s arts programming.  

 

Figure 1.  Longevity of BBC arts strands (years) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*: still running  

 

3. Current BBC's arts programming 

Recently, Lord Hall, who was Chief Executive of the Royal Opera House before being 
appointed the BBC’s Director General in 2012, pledged a deeper commitment to coverage of 
the arts; he declared that the BBC’s coverage would be broader and more mainstream in 
order to avoid it becoming the preserve of a minority of elite viewers. Furthermore, he 
emphasised the importance of arts at the BBC, with a 20 percent increase in its funding16.  

In part, this is in response to the prevailing view that the BBC no longer generates the 
“quality” arts content as it once did, because it has marginalised the arts for the last decade. A 

                                            
15

 Waker, J (1993), Arts TV: A History of Arts television in Britain, The Arts Council of Great Britain 

16
 BBC Media Center (2014), Tony Hall announces greatest commitment to arts for a generation, 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediacentre/lastesnews/2014/bbc-arts-release 
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snapshot taken during the second week of March 2014,17 shows that the BBC provided 
viewers with two arts strands - The Culture Show and What do artists do all day? on BBC 
Two - and several one-off arts documentaries and performances on BBC Four.  

 

Table 1.  BBC’s weekly schedule for arts and culture programmes (3 ~10 March, 2014) 

Channel Programme title Broadcast  
time and date 

Running  
time 

BBC 1 None   

BBC 2 
 

The Culture Show 22:00 on Monday 30 minutes 
What do artists do all day? 22:00 on Tuesday 30 minutes 
Talking Pictures-Shirley Maclaine 12:15 on Saturday 40 minutes 
Talking Pictures-Alfred Hitchcock (Rerun) 13:00 on Saturday 40 minutes 

BBC 3 None   

BBC 4 

The Brits who Built the Modern World 
(Rerun) 01:30 on Tuesday 60 minutes 

Dancing in the Blitz 
: How World War 2 Made British Ballet 21:00 on Wednesday 60 minutes 

Brushing up on 20:30 on Thursday 30 minutes 
Artworks Scotland (Rerun) 19:30 on Friday 30 minutes 
Fonteyn '59:Sleeping Beauty 20:00 on Friday 60 minutes 
Pop Charts Britannia 
: 60 Years of the Top 10 (Rerun) 22:50 on Friday 90 minutes 

The Ballad of Mott the Hoople 23:35 on Saturday 60 minutes 
Shooting the Hollywood stars (Rerun) 20:00 on Sunday 60 minutes 

 

During this period, the BBC dedicated almost seven hours of the schedules to eleven arts and 
culture programmes: 140 minutes on BBC Two; 270 minutes on BBC Four. A large 
proportion - 43 percent - of BBC Two's arts output was aired at the heart of the schedule in 
prime time slots (even though it has been difficult to garner enough viewers because they are 
up against the two leading channels’ evening news), but none was aired on either BBC One 
or Three.  

This schedule provides a glimpse of the BBC’s current arts programming which is regarded 
to be marginalised, even considering that two long-running flagship arts strands - Imagine 
and Arena - are off-season in March. In this circumstance, the BBC’s Director-General 
presented “more-arts-on-the-BBC-than-ever-before” plans for expansion of arts coverage 
across all channels and platforms. After his remark, a brand-new version of Civilisation, 
targeted to a younger audience, was announced as returning at some point this year and the 
all-new iPlayer service unveiled. 

 

4. Online challenges 

                                            
17

 This period was randomly selected for snapshot data of current arts programming. 
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The BBC announced that BBC Three would close as a terrestrial channel in 2015 and become 
an online-first service. That led to a huge backlash online, and a petition to save the youth-
oriented television channel. Mindful of the controversy, the BBC launched a major upgrade 
to its online platform, iPlayer.  

The catch-up service – available on over 1,000 different devices with over 30 percent of 
programme requests coming from mobiles and tablet, averaging a staggering 10 million 
requests for content everyday – is transforming the new world of online television. One of the 
new features of enhanced iPlayer is that users are able to search for programmes more easily 
using the smarter search and get recommendations based their online viewing habits. Since 
BBC research indicates that 42% of users come to iPlayer not knowing what they want to 
watch (up from 25% in 2008), relevant and personalised content can be a key factor to attract 
more viewers.  

Moreover, the new iPlayer will have a greater range of content commissioned for the on-
demand service, including original drama and comedy. The online television has evolved 
from a television catch-up service to a personalised place for tech-savvy younger audiences 
to discover new content as well as their favorites18 

The personalised recommendation of iPlayer seems to provide more opportunities for the arts 
content’s “narrowcasting” strategy because it is based on users’ preferences. The online arts 
content, aimed at a small but significant specialist audience who already has a brand loyalty 
to BBC quality programmes, is expected to give rise to the platinum age of the internet.  

 

Figure 2.  Breakdown of BBC iPlayer’s Arts content (1st week of June. 2014) 

 

 

 

 

        [BBC Arts at Hay Festival] 

        [BookTalk] [The Culture Show] 

        [Britain on Film]  [The Film Review] 

[Meet the Author]  

[The Story of Women and art] 

 

[Arena], [Contrasts], [Daphne Du Maurier], [The Devil’s Music], [The Late Show], [Monitor], [Music Masters],[Omnibus] 

For most arts and culture programmes coming through the pipeline, their future on iPlayer 
looks bright, but there are challenges ahead. First among these challenges is how to make the 

                                            
18

 BBC Media Center (2014), BBC unveils new vision for the BBC iPlayer of the future, 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediacentre/lastesnews/2014/dg-iplayer 
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programmes format-friendly and accessible because many iPlayer users are presumed to be 
used by a younger audience who are less interested in the arts and regard BBC arts content as 
too highbrow. To them, BBC arts content still seems to be overwhelmingly stylistically 
“traditional BBC”; they may want lighter, shorter, more relevant content which is different 
from “television”. Since viewer choice becomes absolute in the new media landscape, the 
BBC needs to examine thoroughly its audiences’ viewing habits, interest and expectations of 
the new media in order to optimise its content in terms of format, item, approach, 
tone/manner, presenter as well as duration.  

Secondly, introducing original online content is another challenge because more exclusive 
online content is assumed to be needed for the near future. Unlike terrestrial television 
content, iPlayer-only content is open to something bolder and more experimental for 
programmer makers with relatively small budgets and loose editorial guidelines; it can be a 
playground for producers who want to dabble in it, expressing their creativity without the 
pressure of scheduling and ratings as well as the  limitation of subject and duration; at the 
same time, viewers can enjoy fresh content with different approaches and alternative views in 
contrast to mainstream television programming. However, arts programmes were excluded 
when the BBC announced it had commissioned a raft of new comedy, drama, documentary 
and films that premiered exclusively on iPlayer.19 As the second best solution, without 
exclusive new content, iPlayer arts category offers a wealth of over-a-year catch-ups with 
selective and rare material from archive arts content (e.g., Monitor (1960), Contrasts (1968), 
Omnibus (1985), The Late Show (1995)), along with a 30-day on-demand service for current 
terrestrial content, as of the first week of June 2014. 
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 The Guardian (2014), BBC iPlayer: Major upgrade to include exclusive content from Boyle and Curtis, 
http://www.theguardian.com/media/2014/mar/11/bbc-iplayer-revamped-adam-curtis 
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Chapter 4.  KBS’s Arts and Culture Programmes 
 

As a major television channel, KBS has generated numerous arts and culture programmes 
with a broad range of coverage, to satisfy audience expectations as the best Korean 
broadcaster as well as to deliver its obligations as a public service. Its initiatives for 
innovative arts programmes have sometimes attracted significant numbers of viewers and still 
draw the envy of other broadcasters’ programme-makers in terms of quantity; currently, KBS 
generates 8 weekly programmes, while the other major commercial televisions - MBC and 
SBS - have only 4 in total. However, inside KBS, arts programming has never been central to 
the schedule; most arts programmes have remained on the fringe, so that arts programme-
makers have been tackling the problems of how to survive with a lack of their organisation’s 
support. 

 

1. Ethos of KBS arts and culture programmes 

KBS has embraced many of the same central tenets as the BBC, to meet the same obligations 
to establish its reputation as a public service broadcaster. KBS’s main mission, prescribed by 
its articles of association, is as follows: 1) to respect the objectives and responsibilities of 
public broadcaster; 2) to offer viewers a broadcast service of superior quality; 3) to contribute 
to the public interest of the viewers; and 4) to develop and broadcast programmes to promote 
culture and to reinforce the consistency of the nation.  

Hong (2012) suggests that these statements of KBS appear to serve as the force behind its 
unparalleled distinction in South Korean television content market, even though they are 
virtually “copied and pasted” from those of the BBC.20 According to these statements, KBS 
seeks to produce the programmes in order to generate public value as well as to enhance the 
quality of viewers’ lives; in this regard arts programming is expected to contribute to the 
democratisation of enjoyment, bridging the cultural gap between general and specialist 
audiences. 

Unlike Britain, South Korean arts programming does not have a strong documentary tradition. 
Instead, a wide range of programme formats has been created, experimented with, and 
revamped. The organisation offers its arts producers more autonomy relatively speaking in 
terms of production in the absence of other forms of support such as better scheduling and 
more funding. As a result, several arts programmes strive to include controversial views 
toward the arts and adapt innovative methods of delivery (e.g., format, the use of presenter 
and voice-over), reflecting each producer’s unique tastes and enriching the diversity of 
programmes.  

According to the KBS annual report 2012~13, KBS 1, the main channel responsible for 
bringing a range of subjects to a broader audience, showed 352 hours of arts programming; 
KBS 2, the most popular entertainment channel in South Korea, broadcast 75 hours.  

                                            
20

 Hong, K. (2012), Reflection of Cultural Journalism: Let viewers think and imagine, Newspaper and 
Broadcasting, No. 514 
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2.  Key arts and culture programmes on KBS 

A newspaper article in the early 1990s reported that the major Korean broadcasters - both 
KBS and MBC – treated the arts programmes poorly, and that they needed to acknowledge 
the importance and role of arts programming21; this suggests that the marginalisation of arts 
programmes is not a recent phenomenon.  

KBS has produced numerous weekly arts programmes, but many of them have not survived 
for long. Each year, a couple of new programmes have been created to substitute the axed 
ones. Even Masterpiece Scandal (2012~2013), widely considered the most compelling 
programme in arts and culture, failed to last longer because of stiff competition for ratings. 
There has been a mere handful of long-running programmes, including Culture Stroll 
(1986~1994), Culture Zone: Love and Enjoy it (2005~2009), Classical Odyssey (2000~2013), 
and Digital Arts Gallery (2000~2005).  

1) Culture Stroll is a household name in Korean arts television. It was hosted by Dr. Park, a 
reputable Korean literature professor. His expertise helped the general audience to step over 
the threshold of “high” culture. The sixty minute programme made it clear at the start that the 
scope of its coverage would be wider than painting and classical music, which were main 
subjects of previous arts programmes. Thanks to rare and highly valuable scheduling in the 
prime-time slot, right after main evening news, it usually attracted an audience of more than 4 
million: 14 % of ratings.  

2) Culture Zone: Love and Enjoy it defined arts and culture more broadly, representing the 
lives of ordinary people, so that it put less emphasis on “elitist” culture, instead highlighting 
everyday culture, mass culture and minor events. It introduced stylish editing techniques and 
a clever, edgy narrative formula used mainly in entertainment programmes. The magazine 
programme, which was active and fast moving as well as incisive and intelligent, offered a 
range of views interpreting the arts and interesting interviews covering high art, popular 
culture and everything else in between as well as international arts news.  

3) Classical Odyssey was launched with the aim of producing “classical music you can watch, 
not just listen to.” Original music video clips of first-class South Korean classical musicians 
as well as international maestros were delivered to its target specialist audiences who sought 
to satisfy their hunger for something more highbrow from the public broadcaster.  

4) Digital Arts Gallery presented outstanding and offbeat examples of Korean contemporary 
arts. Whilst the chosen topic might be expected to appeal to minority tastes, the programme 
adopted a non-elitist approach toward the arts. The series explored both pre-eminent and 
promising artists, providing undemanding, understandable but keen appreciation of selected 
works as well as the artist’s profile.  

5) Masterpiece Scandal was a hybrid which married cultural content with an entertainment 
approach. It was designed to make the arts more accessible, and to break out of the highbrow 
clique, and avoid the rigid formality of much arts programming. Adopting both direct and 
irreverent approaches to its subjects, its narrative technique borrowed investigative 
journalism techniques to uncover unknown back stories as well as interesting but little known 

                                            
21 ���� The Kyung-hyang-shin-mun , 8 May 1994 . 
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details. The programme was eventually selected as one of best television format programme 
by EBU (European Broadcasting Union) in 2012.  

Whilst the battle for viewing figures in the market has marginalised arts programming, these 
programmes were successful in delivering distinctive arts content and to deliver high 
audience awareness as well as decent viewing figures. However, these are exceptional cases 
in KBS arts programming; with usually modest ratings, most programmes failed to prolong 
their life because the commissioner decided to axe them instead of giving them a second 
chance to transform themselves or waiting for a change to the audience's viewing preferences. 
As a result, the average life expectancy of an arts and culture programme is less than 3 years; 
“new” programmes in line with “axed” ones keep regenerating with the similar content but 
new programme titles. This drastic change in arts programming tends to lead to discontinuity 
in establishing a strong “brand”, which means one thing to the audience: getting what they 
expect to watch whenever they find it.22 

 

Figure 3.  Longevity of KBS’s arts strands (years) 
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Table 2. Successive programmes in the same categories 

Category Programme title Broadcast period Broadcast years 

Magazine 

Culture Insight November 2004 ~ October 2005 11 months 

Culture Zone November 2005 ~ April 2009 3 years and 6 months 

Culture Bookmark April 2013 ~ present 1 year + 

Arts 
Digital Arts Gallery September 2000 ~ October 2005 5 years and 1 month 

TV Gallery May 2010 ~ April 2013 2 years and 11 month 

Literature 

Late Night with Books April 2009 ~ May 2011 2 years and 1 month 

Pleasant Reading June 2011 ~ April 2013 1 years and 10 months 

TV looks at Books October 2013 ~ present 9 months+  

 

3. Current KBS's arts and culture programming 

Although KBS's arts and culture programmes have established a year-round presence on the 
channels thanks to their “regular” scheduling, most of them are programmed in weekdays’ 
late night time slots. Compared with the “golden age” of KBS arts programming from 2003 
to 2009, when 3 long-running programmes - Classical Odyssey, Digital Arts Gallery and 
Culture Zone- were developed by creative, passionate young producers under the guidance of 
experienced editors, current programming seems weak. Besides, in 2013, due to the pressure 
of tight budgets and low ratings, three genre-focused programmes – Pleasant Reading, TV 
Gallery and Classical Odyssey - were merged into one: Culture Bookmark.  

The scheduling of the second week of March 2014 was examined in order to compare with 
that of the BBC over the same period of time. From 3 to 10 March, KBS delivered 8 weekly 
arts programmes and there were no one-off specials in the schedules.  

 

Table 3.  KBS’s weekly schedule for arts and culture programmes (3 ~10 March 2014) 

Channel Programme title Broadcast  
time and date 

Running  
Time 

KBS 1 
 

Culture Bookmark 00:30 on Tuesday 40 minutes 
Culture Bookmark (Rerun) 13:40 on Tuesday 40 minutes 
The Scent of Guk-Ak 00:30 on Wednesday 40 minutes 
Walk with Arts 00:30 on Thursday 40 minutes 
Arts Lecture Show: Pleasure 00:30 on Friday 40 minutes 
All that music 01:10 on Friday 40 minutes 
TV looks at Books 10:30 on Saturday 40 minutes 
Guk-Ak Plaza 12:10 on Saturday 60 minutes 
Arts Lecture Show: Pleasure (Rerun) 06:10 on Sunday 40 minutes 
Open Concert 18:00 on Sunday 60 minutes 

KBS 2 None   
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The schedule shows that KBS dedicated more than 7 hours to arts programming per week; 
440 minutes on KBS 1, but none on KBS 2. The majority of the programmes (82%) were 
first-run originations; roughly a fifth (18%) were reruns. Only one programme, Open Concert, 
was placed at the core of the schedule in the prime time slot of Sunday evenings at 6 p.m., 
whilst the others were stripped after midnight on weekdays – at 00:30 a.m.. Interestingly, 
most programmes emphasised non-topical subjects; this is the recent trend of Korean arts 
television because it is assumed that viewers find enough arts information using the internet 
rather than via television.  

Because of their scheduling on KBS 1, the programmes were targeted at general viewers 
rather than specialists. As the majority of the programmes have employed an accessible 
approach to appeal to a wider audience who are presumed to be less familiar with “high” 
culture, the more in-depth and intelligent perspectives which meet the interests of the 
specialist audience are disappearing from KBS arts programming. The question remains as to 
whether introducing lighter and easier perspectives to these programmes has been successful 
in drawing more interest of “general” viewers and leading to higher viewing figures.  

 

4. Online challenges 

In 2009, the three major Korean terrestrial broadcasters - KBS, MBC and SBS - jointly 
launched an online paid-content service website named “ConTing”, which paved the way for 
legally downloading television content. After that, as diverse online media platforms emerged 
in South Korea, including Gom TV, Pandora TV and Daum TV-Pot, each broadcaster started 
to launch its own online player which enabled online users to download or stream its 
programmes over the internet. Against the current backdrop in which there were 35 million 
smartphone users (more than 70% of Koreans), KBS developed K Player for PC, 
smartphones and tablets in 2012, benchmarking BBC iPlayer which has been an enormous 
influence on online media platforms. 

K Player provides “free” real-time streaming broadcasts for 3 television and 7 radio channels, 
along with “paid” high-resolution catch-up services only for its popular programmes (e.g., 
entertainment programmes and dramas)23, which attract a sufficient number of online 
audiences to make a payment electronically. This suggests that all arts and culture 
programmes have ceased to exist even in the online platform. Excluding arts and culture 
programmes from its catch-up content is due to its business model: focusing on what 
generates profits consistently and managing storage space effectively24. According to KT 
Mediahub’s research (2014), K player users pay and download Korean drama (31%) the most, 
followed by movies (30.7%), entertainment/variety (29.4%)25; the vast majority of their 
online content choice (91.1%) consist of these big 3 “cash cow” categories. This also reflects 

                                            
23

 According to KBS inside data, at least 8 % average viewership is needed to be included in K player’s high-
resolution on-demand programme list. However, all dramas and entertainment/variety programmes are listed 
regardless of their ratings.   

24
 Park, Y. (2012), Analysis of media content users’ choice of platforms and channels, KIDSI Issue Report, 

Vol.10-12, p.1-33 
25

 ���� The Joong-ang-il-bo, 9 April 2014 
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the fact that the Korean audience’s TV consumption does not differ greatly among different 
platforms.26  

In this regard, the main challenges which KBS arts programming has faced in the era of the 
internet are how to overcome the organisation's indifference to the niche market programmes, 
and eventually how to build up its distinct presence as well as reputation, both in terrestrial 
and online channels. These are apparently related to the “quality” of programmes which can 
establish a long-lasting brand. It leads viewers to look for their favourites even in online 
television, and requires those programmes to build a close connection with a particular type 
of audience. 

As one way to meet this challenge, the launch of a “flagship” arts programme, with a high 
enough budget and programmed in a prime time slot, is being considered, because research 
suggests that online audiences show a stronger brand loyalty for television programmes than 
other channels.27 It could also highlight the existence of arts programming in terrestrial 
channels first, replacing a number of “unseen” programmes which simply fill up late night 
time slots. After gaining a brand name which assures the audience of its quality, it can move 
to the online player to open up its niche market with its “quality” content.28  

To achieve this, a forward-looking policy as well as a focused strategy is required to choose 
and concentrate available resources to enhance the quality of the programme. The 
organisation would also need not only to take the risk of choosing fundamental public values 
instead of seeking immediate profit, but also to come up with ideas on how to use the limited 
manpower as well as budgets wisely and effectively for both terrestrial and online television.  
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 Park, Y. (2012), Analysis of media content users’ choice of platforms and channels, KIDSI Issue Report, 
Vol.10-12, p.1-33 
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 Park, Y. (2012), Analysis of media content users’ choice of platforms and channels, KIDSI Issue Report, 
Vol.10-12, p.1-33 

28
 According to the long tail strategy, the advent of on-demand services may open up the opportunity for niche 

content to reach the right audiences. While art and culture programmes may not attract the highest level of 
viewership, online distribution models make that of less importance. As the opportunity cost goes down, the 
choice of television programmes grows and greater cultural diversity rises. The bottom line is to make them 
distinctive. 
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Chapter 5.  A Case Study of the Arts Strands 
 

To understand the current arts programming of both the BBC and KBS, two representative 
arts strands were analysed: The Culture Show and Culture Bookmark. Whilst these two 
programmes are quite different in terms of format, broadcast slot and running time, they are 
designed to deliver a range of output and views from the world of high art as well as popular 
culture.  

 

1. Overview of two arts strands: The Culture Show and Culture Bookmark 

The Culture Show is a BBC Two arts programme, focusing on the best of the week’s arts 
news and cultural events. It is now in its tenth year, having withstood persistent criticism for 
changing formats and frequent shifting time-slots; however it has succeeded in establishing 
itself as one of the longest-running arts programmes and is becoming a powerful brand in the 
history of BBC television because of its frequent broadcasts. In June 2013, its magazine 
format reverted to monothematic documentary with a presenter chosen from its pool of 
specialists according to the topic and the presenter’s area of expertise. As the show is 
broadcast on BBC Two, its fresh views can satisfy more specialist interests and minority 
tastes as well as tackling more offbeat subjects within its documentary form of presentation.   

On the other hand, Culture Bookmark is a weekly magazine programme on KBS 1, aiming to 
deliver the subject of high arts as well as popular culture in tangible ways which appeal to 
more general audiences rather than “specialist” audiences. Since the programme was 
launched in April 2013, it has introduced several innovative formats in presenting the arts in 
order to make it easier for viewers with a more casual interest in the subjects to appreciate. 
The magazine-format consists of two or three independent segments (e.g., Classical music in 
Jeans, Art Talk and Wonderful Auditorium) respectively presented by television celebrities, 
who are successful at bringing information as well as interpreting the intricacies of the arts in 
everyday language.  

 

Table 4.  Summary of basic features  

The Culture Show Culture Bookmark 
Mainly at 22:00 on Mondays Always at 00:30 on Tuesday mornings 

30 min (60min for specials) 40 min 
Documentary Magazine 

Mono-thematic Poly-thematic 

Topical item Non-topical items 

Broad range of topics covered Broad range of topics covered 
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The Culture Show Culture Bookmark 

Big name Minor Artist 

2. Comparative analysis of two art strands 

For the purpose of this comparative study, a total of 52 episodes – 26 of each programme 
respectively, broadcast from July 2013 to March 2014, were selected. Out of 52 samples, The 
Culture Show dealt with 26 subjects – a single topic per episode, while 26 episodes of 
Culture Show were made up of 55 subjects. In order to compare in more detail the two 
representative programmes, the analysis focuses on people who are involved in production: 
featured artists, presenters and producers.  

 

1) Featured artists 

Out of the sample, The Culture Show featured 16 artists and/or subjects while Culture 
Bookmark featured 24 artists in total. The samples were categorised according to the 
popularity of featured artists as follows. 

 

Figure 4.  Featured artist 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As can be seen in figure 4, the difference between the two programmes was obvious with 
respect to their featured artists; The Culture Show consisted mainly of big name artists (e.g., 
Matisse, Lady Gaga and Paul Smith): artists even the layperson may be curious about. On the 
other hand, Culture Bookmark took a more adventurous approach to featuring lesser-known 
artists, who were rookies or promising artists. Experience reveals that this is mainly because 
many big name Korean artists tend to be reluctant to be on television in order to preserve the 
purity of their craft. It could be said that by exposing themselves on national television, it 
creates a watering down effect of their talent and takes away the mystery of their art. Some of 
them believe arts programmes have become marketing adjuncts of the cultural industry.  

One of other reasons lesser-known artists appeared in Culture Bookmark more frequently was 
that the programme kept an interview segment, which aimed to discover lesser-known artists 
and to raise public awareness of them. In order to help the artists appeal to viewers, the 
acclaimed television celebrity, Kim Chang-wan leads this segment. He, as a big name host, 
thoroughly explores the artist’s lives with his insight and looks at the world of works of art 
through the same eyes as “general” viewers.  
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On the other hand, in The Culture Show, major artists with upcoming events (e.g., opening of 
exhibition and releases of new book/album) are occasionally invited to participate in the 
programme. This seems to be mutually beneficial, as the programme can then attract more 
viewers because of their interest in the featured artist and, at the same time, their topical 
events can be showcased. The big name artists were introduced by specialised presenters, 
using their expertise and experience to look at “superstars” through the view of “professional” 
critics.  

 

2) Presenters  

As a household name, a presenter provides the series with an authoritative voice as well as 
leading a unique production style. The Culture Show tends to select an appropriate presenter 
according to each week’s subject; its website introduces its ten regular presenters, whereas, in 
addition to these presenters, it retains many art experts in the pool of its guest presenters, 
including Alan Yentob, the presenter of Imagine on BBC One. Culture Bookmark, on the 
contrary, has been fronted by only regular presenters being in charge of each segment.     

 

Figure 5.  Presenter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By comparison, the constant presence of “regular” presenters on Culture Bookmark is 
regarded as one of key factors in building the brand. Culture Bookmark provides continuity 
for the series with its two presenters. They have a more descriptive rather than a critical tone. 
This is mainly because it is initially designed to guide general viewers to enjoy arts and 
culture without judging the value the arts and the show, making non-specialist presenters a 
more natural choice. Unsurprisingly, Culture Bookmark has been challenged by some 
“serious” critics as being visually well-made but relentlessly middlebrow, too soft on its 
subjects and just out to praise them. Jiwon Kang, KBS producer of Culture Bookmark, 
expresses his view on this: 

We do not exclude specialist audiences but clearly they are not our target. I think 
television needs to serve more general audiences. That is why we are focusing on 
general audiences who are assumed to lack the same level of knowledge and 
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understanding. All I am concerned about is making the show watchable and 
enjoyable.29  

By contrast, the ratios indicate that only 35% of The Culture Show was presented by regular 
presenters and much more than half (61%) by guest presenters. 18 presenters (4 regulars and 
14 guests) led the series out of 26 samples. Even though having different presenters almost 
every week may make it more difficult to build a solid identity, Janet Lee, the editor of The 
Culture Show, believes that this makes the series distinguishable.  

I can say the people we have on it make our programme distinct, most of all the 
presenters. The expertise comes from the range of presenters and it can surprise 
people. They show the links between arts and people. I think our job is to show the 
best of the best that is going on in a culture with expertise. So, we need more experts 
to do that. They can add something to the arts, and of course they are very good at it.30  

According to Janet Lee, The Culture Show works with a wider variety of presenters in order 
to achieve the high levels of originality and professionalism; the views and expertise of 
presenters are crucially important factors for maintaining the series’ reputation as well as the 
BBC’s. Having a wide range of presenters with authority also demonstrates The Culture 
Show’s commitment to cultural pluralism and professionalism; it makes it possible to 
accommodate the needs of specialist viewers.  

 

3) Producers 

Even though the format of the two programmes is quite different, the comparison of the 
producers’ profile is of noticeable interest. If we go behind the scenes and compare the 
backgrounds of the two sets of producers, it could give us an indication of why the two arts 
shows take a different approach in their mood and tone.  

 

Table 5.  Comparison of two arts series’ producers 

The Culture Show Culture Bookmark 
5~10 years experience 10~18 years experience  

11 out of 18 specialised in arts  1 out of 5 specialised in arts  
Music, observational, history, science 

production background 
Current affairs, children, talk show  

production background 
Deep understanding of the arts Broad understanding of the arts 

Prioritises a fresh view  Prioritises a fresh format 
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 Quotes from an interview with Jiwon Kang, 28 March 2014. 

30
 Quotes from an interview with Janet Lee, 20 Feb 2014. 
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More than half of producers (61%) of The Culture Show specialise, not always exclusively, in 
arts programmes and the other producers’ in this show have a knowledgeable production 
background within the arts. However, only one producer of Culture Bookmark is an arts 
specialist.  

It seems having an affinity and passion for the arts is crucial for successful arts programming, 
but equally important is the knowledge and experience in production and background 
producing. Of course, the format and subject area of any type of programming is likely to be 
driven to a considerable extent by the need to achieve viewing figures, and with an ever 
growing multi-platform of media outlets, this competition is even greater. It could be said that 
by taking a fresh approach with formatting and using non-specialist presenters you are 
creating a more accessible programme with greater longevity. However, it could also be seen 
as risky when focusing on specialist subjects and de-valuing the production side of 
programming. Ultimately it’s the producer’s background that will determine the content and 
format of the series.     

Culture Bookmark’s producers, who have a broader, general knowledge and interest in arts, 
tend to prioritise appreciation and demonstration of subjects with a fresh format rather than 
critical assessment. They may have the breadth of knowledge to be able to draw the bigger 
picture, but they may not have the specialist knowledge to focus on the detail. Comparatively, 
The Culture Show’s producers tend to make the best use of their expertise and knowledge 
about the arts; their in-depth views are reflected as a way of fortifying the series’ highbrow 
perspective on a subject, which gives it its distinctiveness.  

So the comparative analysis brings us back to the age-old question: “Is it for a general 
audience or specialist?” The more general the subject coverage, the more accessible it 
becomes, and the more accessible it becomes the less value it could be seen to have in terms 
of arts specialty. Conversely the deeper the knowledge and the more specialist the subject, the 
more quality it exudes, but less accessible it becomes.  
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Chapter 6.  Conclusion 
 

This study has examined and traced the arts and culture programmes on the main public 
broadcasters in the UK and South Korea over the last couple of decades, aiming to shed light 
on the role and importance of arts programming, which has been progressively displaced into 
less favourable scheduling and/or niche channels. It has also compared the two representative 
arts strands of the BBC and KBS, in order to find key features which make them distinctive 
and addresses their challenges. 

Whilst arts programming is a typical characteristic of public service broadcasters who are 
free from commercial pressures, and is considered vital for defending its public values, the 
trend has nevertheless been for a strong domination for entertainment and drama blockbusters 
which are expected to deliver higher ratings, more audience responses, and lead to more 
substantial online consumption. This risks the future of arts programming in terms of the 
quality of production and the presence in the terrestrial schedules as well as in online 
platforms.  

The findings of this study confirm that even though arts and culture programmes are crucially 
important for maintaining and legitimising core values of public service broadcasters, they 
have been marginalised, to a greater or lesser extent, in this highly-competitive media 
environment where ratings say everything. They have been challenged by the quality of 
production which is regarded as not as good as it used to be, modest viewing figures, weak 
scheduling, and the advent of online television.  

Even though the BBC, a very strong and highly trusted brand, has been denying peak-time 
slots to its arts programmes, its status as the UK’s leading arts broadcaster will become 
assured again if Director General Tony Hall’s announcement of more arts programmes at the 
centre of the schedules of mainstream channels really happens. Lord Hall said: “The arts 
really matter. They’re not for an elite, or for a minority. They’re for everybody”31, a “healthy” 
arts programming needs to contain a range of arts programmes – some popular, some 
specialist, some accessible, and some demanding. Melvyn Bragg calls it as “a rich and varied” 
portfolio, to satisfy the needs, interests and tastes of various types of audience.32 

In this regard it seems more important to set well-balanced programming strategies for 
providing “everybody” - including general and specialist audiences - with a much richer, 
deeper and wider experience through BBC arts content, which has been perceived as a 
powerful brand, especially a new arts strand which needs to fight against the viewers’ 
existing perceptions of the BBC arts programmes: middle aged, middle England, and too 
serious. This will also refer to its online strategy of commissioning exclusive content for the 
younger audiences.  

Since many public service broadcasters from all over the globe, certainly including KBS, pay 
attention to the BBC’s commitment to the arts going forward, the success or failure of the 
BBC’s experiment of arts programming in the mainstream channels as well as online 
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 http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediacentre/speeches/2014/dg-bbc-arts 

32 Waker, J (1993), Arts TV, The Arts Council of Great Britain 
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platform is expected to have tremendous repercussions on other public broadcasters’ 
programming policy. 

Is the BBC’s new vision for the arts applicable to KBS? Before pulling the levers to change 
direction, KBS is required to go back to the basic questions: “Is KBS producing “quality” arts 
programmes?”, and “What is the role of a public broadcaster?” Without reflecting its current 
situation, it is almost impossible to apply BBC’s example to KBS because the confidence in 
quality production and the public broadcaster’s role has been the essential prerequisite for 
BBC arts programming.  

This study supports the view that BBC arts programming exemplifies “good” arts television, 
providing viewers with a trusted “brand”, based on quality programmes with longevity, 
produced by specialised staff, and strategically operated by a portfolio of both terrestrial 
channels and online platform. Since it is true that arts and culture are precious commodities 
for the public good, boosting and re-energising arts programming can be achieved when both 
the organisation and its programme-makers give priority to “quality” production, which 
establishes the brand power, and manages to maintain the distinctive value of the public 
broadcaster, which is funded mainly by a television licence fee. If this happens in KBS, it 
will be more possible for KBS to emulate the BBC in its arts programming.   

Today’s media ecology is complex and differentiated; and more development in technology 
is inevitable. Although the grammar of arts programming has not changed significantly in the 
age of broadcasting, it needs to evolve in order to survive in the new media environment. 
However, despite the proliferation of new media and the appearance of new content providers, 
television content itself and its leverage still remains very important in the market because the 
creation of compelling and original arts content, fortunately, still belongs to primarily to 
terrestrial broadcasters. In that sense, the ability to build powerful brands (e.g., BBC Arts, 
KBS Arts) and to explore various areas of arts with more diversified innovative approaches 
will be as relevant in the 21st century’s media landscape as they are today.  
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